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Using plasma amyloid b protein (Ab42) levels as an intermediate, quantitative phenotype for late onset
Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD), we previously obtained signiﬁcant linkage at 80 cM on chromosome 10.
Linkage to the same region was obtained independently in a study of affected LOAD sib-pairs. Together,
these two studies provide strong evidence for a novel LOAD locus on chromosome 10 that acts to increase
Ab42. VR22 is a large (1.7 Mb) gene located at 80 cM that encodes a-T catenin, which is a binding partner of b
catenin. This makes VR22 an attractive candidate gene because b catenin interacts with presenilin 1, which
has many mutations that elevate Ab42 and cause early onset familial AD. We identiﬁed two intronic VR22
SNPs (4360 and 4783) in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) that showed highly signiﬁcant association
(P ¼ 0.0001 and 0.0006) with plasma Ab42 in 10 extended LOAD families. This association clearly contributed
to the linkage at 80 cM because the lod scores decreased when linkage analysis was performed conditional
upon the VR22 association. This association replicated in another independent set of 12 LOAD families
(P ¼ 0.04 for 4783 and P ¼ 0.08 for 4360). Bounding of the association region using multiple SNPs showed
VR22 to be the only conﬁrmed gene within the region of association. These ﬁndings indicate that VR22 has
variant(s) which inﬂuence Ab42 and contribute to the previously reported linkage for plasma Ab42 in LOAD
families.

INTRODUCTION
Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) is a complex genetic
disorder (1) with an onset defined as >60–65 years of age.
Twin studies have suggested that as much as 74% of the risk for
LOAD may be due to genetic factors (2,3). It is well established
that ApoE plays an important role in the genetics of LOAD
(4,5). A recent study has estimated, however, that four
additional loci make a contribution to the variance in LOAD
age at onset that have an effect size similar to or greater than

that of ApoE (6). Given the heterogeneity that is likely if at
least five loci contribute substantially to the genetics of LOAD,
it is not surprising that the large number of single gene
association studies that have been performed have so far failed
to identify variants that associate reproducibly with LOAD.
Other reasons for failure of replication are possible gene–gene,
gene–environment interactions that can be difficult to account
for and poor study design.
Several groups (7–9) have suggested that quantitative,
intermediate phenotypes may be useful in unraveling the
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complex genetics of disorders such as LOAD. Clinical disease
states such as LOAD are likely to result from an uncertain,
complex sequence of pathophysiologic events whereas intermediate phenotypes may be more directly related to the action
of a set of genes that are more easily identified. Thus the
identification of genes with variants that contribute to specific
intermediate phenotypes may be a tractable way to identify at
least some of the genes that contribute to diseases governed by
complex genetics. To optimize the utility of this approach, it is
important to select intermediate phenotypes that are highly
heritable and have a close biological link to the disease in
question.
In our studies, we have focused on levels of the amyloid b
protein (Ab), specifically Ab42, as a quantitative intermediate phenotype for LOAD. Ab is a secreted protein (10–12)
derived from a set of large precursor proteins collectively
referred to as the amyloid b protein precursor. Secreted Ab,
which is produced by virtually all cells, is readily detected in
human plasma and cerebrospinal fluid. Most secreted Ab has
forty amino acids (Ab40) but a small fraction (5–10%) has
two additional amino acids at the carboxyl terminus (Ab42)
(13–15). In the brains of all patients with AD, a large
amount of Ab aggregates and is deposited in senile plaques,
much of it in the form of highly insoluble amyloid fibrils. To
make a definite diagnosis of AD, large numbers of senile
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles must be demonstrated in
the brain at autopsy (16). In all LOAD patients, a large
amount of the Ab deposited in senile plaques ends at Ab42.
In one-third of cases, Ab ending at Ab42 is essentially the
only form of Ab deposited, in one-third it is the predominant
form and in one-third a large amount of Ab40 is also
deposited (17). It is worth noting that synthetic Ab40 and
Ab42 both spontaneously assemble into amyloid fibrils
in vitro, but Ab42 forms amyloid fibrils far more rapidly
than Ab40 (18,19). The brain has very high levels of APP
mRNA; the concentration of Ab in cerebrospinal fluid is 50
times higher than in plasma; and mixed fetal brain cultures
produce far more Ab than other types of cultured cells
(12,20,21). Thus it is likely that senile plaques form
specifically in the brain because Ab levels are higher in
the brain than in other organs.
The APP, presenilin 1 and presenilin 2 genes have many, fully
penetrant mutations that cause early onset familial AD
(EOFAD) (22–25). Apart from its early onset and causation
by specific mutations, EOFAD is clinically and pathologically
indistinguishable from LOAD. We and others have shown that
the EOFAD mutations all increase Ab42 and sometimes
increase Ab40 as well (15,26–30). Importantly, we observed
plasma Ab42 elevations both in EOFAD patients and in young,
cognitively normal carriers of EOFAD mutations (31). We also
observed Ab42 elevations in plasma from non-demented
relatives of LOAD patients between the ages of 20 and 65
(32). Importantly, these elevations were not associated with the
ApoE4 allele or with variants in any of the EOFAD genes (32).
Finally, Mayeux et al. (33) found in a longitudinal study of
unrelated elderly individuals, that those who subsequently
developed AD had higher plasma levels of Ab42 than did those
who remained free of dementia. Collectively these findings
show that Ab42 is closely linked to AD. To investigate the
heritability of plasma Ab, we analyzed extended LOAD

families and found that plasma Ab40 and Ab42 levels both
have substantial heritability (34).
Given these findings that the level of plasma Ab42 was
likely to be useful as an intermediate, quantitative phenotype
for LOAD, we performed variance components linkage
analysis on this trait in a group of extended LOAD
pedigrees. This analysis showed significant linkage to a
locus at 80 cM on chromosome 10 (35). Linkage to the
same region was obtained independently in a study of
affected LOAD sib-pairs (36). Together, these two studies
provide strong evidence for a novel LOAD locus on
chromosome 10 that acts to increase Ab42. The sib-pair
group estimated the effect of this locus to be equivalent to
that of ApoE, suggesting that it was likely to be a major risk
factor for LOAD. A third group found linkage in a more
downstream region of chromosome 10 and focused on
the insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE) as a possible candidate
gene in this region (37). More recently, a fourth group using
age of onset as a quantitative phenotype in AD and
Parkinson’s disease (PD) families found suggestive linkage
to chromosome 10 at 133–135 cM (38).
An important advantage of the variance components
approach employed here is that candidate genes, identified
through their likely effect on Ab42, can be evaluated systematically to determine how much various within-gene variants
contribute to linkage. In this study, we analyzed VR22 for
variants that contribute to the linkage signal on chromosome
10. Both its location and function make VR22 a strong
candidate gene. Located at 80 cM at the peak of the previously
reported linkage signal, VR22 encodes a novel a catenin, a-T
catenin, which was recently cloned by Jannsens et al. (39). The
a catenins interact closely with b catenin and play an important
role in intercellular adhesion as strong intercellular adhesion
depends on linkage of the cadherins to the actin cytoskeleton
via the a/b catenin complex. a-T catenin is closely homologous
to a-N catenin, which is neuron specific, and to a-E catenin,
which is expressed in all tissues. a-T catenin is expressed at
high levels in testis and heart, but it is also expressed in human
and mouse brain (39). a-T catenin has overall sequence identity
of 56 and 58% with a-E and a-N catenin respectively.
Importantly, Jannsens et al. (39) have shown that that a-T
catenin interacts with b catenin in a functionally effective
fashion. This makes VR22 a strong functional candidate
because b catenin interacts with presenilin 1 (40), which has
many mutations that increase Ab42 (26,29,31) and cause early
onset familial AD (24). Zhang et al. (40) has shown that loss of
signalling through the b catenin pathway leads to enhanced
neuronal vulnerability to Ab. In addition, b catenin and
presenilin forms a complex that leads to stabilization of the
former, such that destabilization of this complex leads to b
catenin degradation and enhanced neuronal apoptosis.
Presenilin mutations were shown to lead to destabilization of
the b catenin–presenilin complex, degradation of the b catenin
and enhanced Ab production. Given that a catenins provide the
link between b catenin and its binding counterparts (such as
presenilins) to the actin cytoskeleton, it is possible to postulate
that mutations in a catenins could lead to disruption of the
stability of the b catenin–presenilin complex resulting in
enhanced neuronal vulnerability of cells to Ab and increased
Ab production.
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Table 1. Association of VR22 SNPs with plasma Ab42 levels in extended LOAD families
Sets of families analyzed
Number of subjects
Analysis conditional on linkagea

10 LOAD families
204
Yes

Name

Allelesb

Locationc

Frequencyd

P-value for association

4825
4783
4360

C/A
A/G
T/C

61136997
61137039
61137462

0.62/0.38
0.76/0.24
0.74/0.26

0.06
0.0006
0.0001

12 LOAD families
88
no

22 LOAD families
292
no

0.98
0.04
0.08

0.10
0.0000059
0.0000021

a

To control for linkage in the 10 LOAD families, the MIBD that yielded the maximum multipoint lod score was used.
The common allele/rare allele.
c
The locations are in base pairs and determined according to the chromosome 10 genomic map in Celera.
d
The frequency of the common allele/rare allele.
b

RESULTS
Association between VR22 SNPs and plasma Ab42
In our initial assessment of VR22, we examined three SNPs
[4825 (C/A), 4783 (A/G) and 4360 (T/C)] in the intron
between exons 10 and 11. These SNPs (Table 1), which
spanned 465 bp, were genotyped in the 10 extended LOAD
families previously analyzed for linkage (35). In order to
minimize age and dementia-related environmental effects on
plasma Ab42 levels, we performed all of our analyses on the
20–65 year age group, as in our previous studies (34,35).
The effect of each of the three VR22 SNPs was analyzed by
encoding it as a covariate and testing its effect on the
variance of plasma Ab42 in a regression style approach
implemented in SOLAR (Table 1). To control for the effect
of linkage, the linkage component was included in both the
null and alternative models tested. The 4360 (T/C) and 4783
(A/G) SNPs, which were in strong linkage disequilibrium,
both showed strong association (P ¼ 0.0001 and 0.0006,
respectively). The 4825 SNP showed only marginal association (P ¼ 0.06, Table 1). All three SNPs were also examined
in a second set of 12 additional LOAD families (Table 1)
(34). The VR22 4783 SNP showed significant association
(P ¼ 0.04), VR22 4360 SNP yielded marginal association
(P ¼ 0.08) and VR22 4825 SNP did not yield significant
association (P ¼ 0.98) in this additional and smaller dataset.
When all 22 families were combined, the significance of
association reached P ¼ 5.9  106 for 4783 and 2.1  106
for 4360 SNPs (Table 1). Figure 1 depicts the box plots for
the 10*logAb42 levels in the 22 families stratified by the
most significant VR22 4360 SNP genotypes. Consistent with
the association results, a genotype dependent effect on
plasma Ab levels is observed, where 4360 TT genotype is
associated with the highest Ab42 levels, CT with intermediate levels and CC with lowest levels.
To determine if other SNPs in this region of the VR22 gene
show stronger association, we analyzed 10 additional SNPs for
a total of 13 SNPs analyzed in a region spanning 8.8 kb
(Table 2, hCV3096482–hCV11295092). All of the SNPs in this
8.8 kb region were in linkage disequilibrium. Many SNPs in
this region showed nominally significant association, but none
showed association stronger than that observed with 4360 and
4783 (Table 1).

Bounding of the association between VR22 SNPs and
plasma Ab42
To bound the region of VR22 4360/4783 association, we
evaluated a total of 49 additional SNPs spaced on either side of
the 4360 and 4783 SNPs. These SNPs were selected to be in
several groups, which were designed to span the entire VR22
gene at 250 kb intervals as well as the region 30 of VR22. The
known exons in VR22 were 43.3 kb (median) away from the
closest SNP in the closest SNP group (mean ¼ 53.8 kb,
22–149 kb). Given that the extent of LD in the human genome
was estimated in different studies to be anywhere between 10
and >100 kb (41–45); and that this extent in any one genomic
region is not predictable a priori, it is possible to miss
association signals due to variants in-between our SNP groups.
However, given the size of VR22, and our extent of coverage
throughout and outside this gene, association signals we did
identify with the 4360–4783 VR22 SNPs will be well-bounded
within VR22 with this SNP genotyping design. Three to six
SNPs were analyzed in each group, and linkage disequilibrium
between the most significantly associating 4360 SNP and the
other SNPs was analyzed in the 22 combined families (Fig. 2A).
Using a covariate style regression approach, each SNP was
analyzed for association with plasma Ab42 in the 10, 12 and 22
combined LOAD families (Table 2 and Fig. 2B).
On both the 3 and the 5 sides of the strongly associating 4360
SNP, LD with flanking SNPs fell to essentially baseline levels
within the large VR22 gene. On the 5 side, SNP association
with Ab42 also decreased to baseline levels within the VR22
gene (Fig. 2B). On the 3 side, the significance of SNP
association decreased by more than 2 orders of magnitude
(from 0.0001 for 4360 to 0.03 for the most significantly
associated SNP in the nearest SNP group hCV1380042)
(Fig. 2B and Table 2). Association was at baseline levels on the
3 side 1 000 kb from the 3 margin of VR22.
This bounding approach effectively limits the region of
potential association on both the 3 and 5 sides of 4360 to within
VR22. Thus, our data provide strong evidence that the
association of the 4360 and 4783 SNPs with plasma Ab42 is
due to variant(s) in the VR22 gene.
Given that a total of 51 SNPs were genotyped, the issue of
multiple testing can be raised. Many of the SNPs are in linkage
disequilibrium and therefore are not independent from one
another (Fig. 2B). Therefore, a simple Bonferroni correction
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Figure 1. Dose-dependent effect of VR22 4360 SNP on plasma Ab42 levels in
extended LOAD families. Box plots depicting the median (middle part of the
box), 25th percentile (lower limit of box), 75th percentile (upper limit of
box), 10th percentile (lower end of line) and 90th percentile (upper end of line)
for the 10*logAb42 levels of the 20–65-year-old family members in the 22
LOAD families. The plots are depicted separately for VR22 4360 genotypes
TT (red), CT (green) and CC (blue).

under the assumption of 51 independent tests is overly
conservative for this study. Nonetheless, even when
Bonferroni correction is applied, the 4783 and 4360 SNPs
are still significant in the 10 families (P ¼ 0.03 and 0.005) and
the 22 combined families (P ¼ 0.0003 and 0.0001). The
association in the smaller set of 12 families are no longer
significant after this overly conservative correction (P ¼ 2 and 4
for 4783 and 4360, respectively), nonetheless their inclusion in
the analysis leads to improved evidence for association.

Contribution of VR22 association to linkage at 80 cM
We next investigated the contribution of the VR22 4360/4783
association to the linkage that we previously reported. Our
initial linkage findings were obtained using seven markers
covering 14 cM on chromosome 10. To analyze the entirety of
chromosome 10, we genotyped 26 additional markers spanning
165 cM in the 10 LOAD families. When all 10 families were
combined, the best two point lod scores were obtained with
4783 (2.62) and 4360 (2.17). The peak described by the
multipoint lod scores broadened and flattened considerably with
the incorporation of the additional markers, but the maximum
multipoint lod score continued to be at 80 cM (Fig. 3).
The reason for the broader and flatter peak in this finemapping analysis may be several-fold. First, we utilized the
MCMC MIBD estimation implemented in the Simwalk2
package (46,47) for the multipoint linkage results presented
in this paper as opposed to the regression-based MIBD
estimation algorithm implemented in SOLAR, which was used
in our original paper (34, see also Subjects and Methods).
Second, genotyping of additional markers leads to more
information regarding recombination that could potentially
lead to a decrease in the original linkage signal obtained by
fewer markers. Third, utilizing a larger number of markers
increases the likelihood of map or genotyping errors, despite
the implementation of strict genotype-quality control measures.
Indeed, others have also found that fine-mapping with more

markers can lead to a lowering in their original lod scores
obtained with a lesser number of markers (48,49).
To evaluate the extent to which the 4360 and 4783 SNPs [or
functional SNP(s) associated with this tightly linked pair]
account for the linkage observed, we repeated linkage analysis
after regressing out the effect of the VR22 4360 association by
including it as a covariate in the linkage model. After
regressing out the effect of this SNP, the multipoint linkage
signal diminished substantially in the 10 combined families
(Fig. 3). This marked diminution in lod scores indicates that a
substantial proportion of the linkage signal for plasma Ab42 is
accounted for by the VR22 4360 association. The residual
linkage signal that persisted after regressing out the VR22 4360
association indicates that there are likely to be additional
variants that contribute to linkage, though this residual signal
may also be due to random variation. The diminution in the
maximum multipoint lod scores, upon inclusion of the 4360
SNP as a covariate, is also evident from the comparison of
the variance component model that excludes this covariate
(Table 3B) to the one that includes it (Table 3C). The P-value
for the major gene effect at the maximum multipoint locus goes
from 0.004 to 0.16. The same trend is observed when the
twopoint linkage for the 4360 SNP is assessed with and
without including 4360 as a covariate (Table 3D and E). The Pvalue for the major gene at the 4360 locus loses significance
from P ¼ 0.009 to P ¼ 0.038.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed the VR22 gene on chromosome 10 to
determine if it has functional SNP(s) that contribute to the
linkage signal for plasma Ab42 that we previously reported in
extended LOAD families. We found two VR22 SNPs, 4360 and
4783, which showed significant, robust association with plasma
Ab42 in 20–65-year-old family members of the extended
LOAD families. These two SNPs are 423 bp apart, and they are
in such strong LD that they give virtually identical results. The
4360 and 4783 SNPs are located in the 177 kb intron between
exons 10 and 11 at a distance of 1.4 kb from exon 11. We
identified 11 additional SNPs within 6 kb of 4360/4783, eight
in the intron between exons 10 and 11 and three in the intron
between exons 11 and 12, but none of these SNPs gave more
significant association than 4360/4783. Careful bounding
showed that the large (1.7 Mb) VR22 gene is the only
confirmed gene within the region of 4360/4783 association.
Analyses in which 4360 was used as a covariate in both the null
and linkage models reduced the multipoint lod score indicating
that the VR22 4360/4783 association contributes to linkage.
The large reduction observed when all 10 families were
analyzed suggests that the 4360/4783 association contributes
substantially to the linkage signal observed in these families.
The presence of residual linkage after regressing out the effect
of VR22 4360 SNP indicates, however, that the 4360
association does not entirely account for linkage. Thus our
data provide substantial evidence that VR22 variant(s)
contribute to the linkage signal we previously reported.
Though the residual linkage signal may be due to random
variation, it could also indicate that there may be additional
variants that contribute to linkage. Whether these variants are in
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Table 2. P-values for association with plasma Ab42 in 20–65-year-old subjects from extended LOAD families
Sets of families analyzed
Number of subjects
Analysis conditional on linkagea

10 LOAD families
204
yes

12 LOAD families
88
no

22 LOAD families
292
no

Name

Allelesb

Locationc

Frequencyd

P-value for association

Group1
hCV1938265
hCV3132915
hCV3132902
hCV3132900

C/T
A/C
A/G
G/A

59846790
59849109
59854715
59855508

0.62/0.38
0.63/0.37
0.77/0.23
0.62/0.38

0.62
0.74
0.67
0.74

0.83
0.84
0.96
0.85

0.33
0.44
0.93
0.79

Group2
hCV1380042
hCV1380044
hCV1380046

C/T
T/C
T/A

60955105
60957122
60960024

0.61/0.39
0.72/0.28
0.78/0.22

0.03
0.05
0.23

0.02
0.14
0.30

0.002
0.02
0.26

Group3
hCV3096482
hCV3096481e
hCV3096480
4825
4783
4360
hCV3096478
hCV3096476
hCV3096475
hCV11295087
1332TC
hCV11295091
hCV11295092

G/A
C/T
A/G
C/A
A/G
T/C
T/C
G/A
A/G
T/C
T/C
C/G
A/C

61132928
61133181
61134482
61136997
61137039
61137462
61137817
61137976
61139207
61139465
61140488
61141464
61141737

0.62/0.38
0.55/0.45
0.84/0.16
0.62/0.38
0.76/0.24
0.74/0.26
0.65/0.35
0.89/0.11
0.78/0.22
0.88/0.12
0.67/0.33
0.92/0.08
0.69/0.31

0.08
0.03
0.22
0.06
0.0006
0.0001
0.03
0.33
0.05
0.80
0.15
0.21
0.18

0.88
0.68
0.09
0.98
0.04
0.08
0.94
0.28
0.93
0.11
0.18
0.02
0.22

0.14
0.06
0.03
0.10
0.0000059
0.0000021
0.06
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.06
0.02
0.07

Group 4
hCV1848564
hCV1848569
hCV1848570e
hCV1848573
hCV1848575

T/C
T/C
C/G
C/T
G/A

61212363
61217316
61218129
61220578
61223700

0.79/0.21
0.92/0.08
0.52/0.48
0.65/0.35
0.92/0.08

0.62
0.14
0.73
0.32
0.10

0.52
0.04
0.22
0.94
0.04

0.31
0.03
0.26
0.45
0.02

Group 5
hCV11848223
hCV397228
hCV11848234
hCV11848235e
hCV397225e

A/T
T/C
G/A
A/T
G/A

61449609
61456935
61457375
61457837
61459168

0.53/0.47
0.85/0.15
0.93/0.07
0.91/0.09
0.90/0.10

0.66
0.88
0.55
0.36
0.97

0.22
0.24
0.03
0.0003
0.96

0.96
0.59
0.06
0.01
0.99

Group 6
hCV1635418
hCV1635417
hCV1635413

A/G
T/C
T/G

61724305
61724697
61730993

0.88/0.12
0.88/0.12
0.88/0.12

0.36
0.14
0.51

0.29
0.27
0.10

0.83
0.49
0.64

Group 7
hCV1974464
hCV1974463
hCV1974461
hCV1974459

T/C
C/A
T/C
G/A

61999466
61999560
62002888
62007913

0.78/0.22
0.77/0.23
0.78/0.22
0.79/0.21

0.59
0.30
0.16
0.13

0.33
0.21
0.16
0.47

0.80
0.73
0.53
0.29

Group 8
hCV1853789
hCV1853790
hCV1903901
hCV1853792
hCV1853793
hCV1853794

T/C
A/G
G/C
C/G
G/A
C/T

62252091
62252217
62252793
62254617
62255127
62255454

0.89/0.11
0.89/0.11
0.72/0.28
0.89/0.11
0.90/0.10
0.87/0.13

0.70
0.63
0.58
0.73
0.53
0.97

0.05
0.02
0.71
0.04
0.05
0.42

0.12
0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09
0.59

Group 9
hCV3023768
hCV3023767
hCV3023766
hCV1431646

G/A
G/C
C/A
G/A

62529141
62529663
62530064
62531335

0.90/0.10
0.96/0.04
0.96/0.04
0.96/0.04

0.25
0.34
0.69
0.51

0.47
0.54
0.87
0.82

0.56
0.39
0.63
0.41
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Table 2. (Continued)
Sets of families analyzed
Number of subjects
Analysis conditional on linkagea
Name

Allelesb

Locationc

Group 10
hCV1340375
hCV1340376
hCV1340395
hCV1340396

G/A
G/A
C/T
G/C

62926002
62926743
62945396
62948122

12 LOAD families
88
no

22 LOAD families
292
no

Frequencyd

10 LOAD families
204
yes
P-value for association

0.60/0.40
0.84/0.16
0.61/0.39
0.62/0.38

0.93
0.18
0.60
0.64

0.86
0.51
0.90
0.83

0.95
0.57
0.68
0.65

a

To control for linkage in the 10 LOAD families, the MIBD that yielded the maximum multipoint lod score was used.
The common allele/rare allele.
c
The locations are in base pairs and determined according to the chromosome 10 genomic map in Celera.
d
The frequency of the common allele/rare allele. These are obtained using the founder population in the extended families (n ¼ 127–149 for various SNPs).
e
Of the 51 SNPs tested, these four SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg disequilibrium. All other SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. HWE was tested using the
observed and expected genotype frequencies in the founder population.
b

the large VR22 gene or in nearby gene(s) remains to be
determined.
Since they are intronic SNPs located 1.4 kb from the nearest
exon, 4360 and 4783 are unlikely to have a functional effect, and
their association with Ab42 presumably occurs because they are
in LD with one or several functional VR22 SNPs. Our sequencing
of all VR22 exons in the only reported VR22 transcript (39) failed
to identify any potentially functional SNP(s) that could account
for the 4360/4783 association. It is possible that there are
functional SNPs that affect the splicing of known or alternatively
spliced exons, in strong LD with 4360/4783.
The basic premise in studying plasma Ab42 as
an intermediate phenotype is that genes with variants that
influence plasma Ab42 will be genes with variants that
influence risk for LOAD. The results reported here are useful
because they identify VR22 as a gene with variants that
influence plasma Ab42, thereby increasing the likelihood that
VR22 is the gene (or one of the genes) in the 80 cM region of
chromosome 10 with variants that influence risk for LOAD. An
important, unanswered question is how well the effect of a SNP
on plasma Ab42 will correlate with its effect on the AD
phenotype. It is unlikely that the change in plasma Ab42
caused by a specific genetic variant directly increases risk for
AD; increased risk for AD is probably produced by a related
effect that the variant has within the brain. Thus it is
conceivable, perhaps even likely, that a specific variant with a
strong influence on plasma Ab42 may sometimes have little or
no influence on the AD phenotype and vice versa. It is only by
thoroughly studying several genes and elucidating the effects of
the entire set of functional variants on the plasma Ab42 and
AD phenotypes that this question can be answered. It may be
that effects on the two phenotypes correlate well for the
variants in some genes and poorly in others.
The results reported here indicate that VR22 variants
significantly associate with plasma Ab42 and account for a
substantial portion of our linkage signal on chromosome 10.
Additional analysis is needed to identify the entire set of
functional variants that account for the Ab42 linkage at 80 cM.
Once they are identified it will be important to test their effects
on Ab production and VR22 gene function by biological
experiments; as well as to determine whether these functional
variants modify the risk for AD.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Subjects
We collected 10 extended LOAD families composed of 292
individuals, 205 of whom were between the ages of 20 and 65.
Four of these families were collected via a LOAD patient who
had extremely high plasma Ab42 and/or Ab40 levels
(‘extremes’, top 10th percentile of the 545 AD patients
analyzed). The remaining six families were ascertained via a
LOAD proband, who had multiple relatives with LOAD,
without prior Ab measurements (‘non-extremes’). One of the
probands from the ‘non-extreme’ families was determined to
have extremely high plasma Ab levels after the family
collection; therefore this family was grouped with the ‘extreme
families’ subsequently. Except for this one family, the
distinction between the ‘extreme’ and ‘non-extreme’ families
were made a priori, before the family collection, based on the
plasma Ab42 levels of the proband. The detailed collection
strategies and family profiles for these families are provided
elsewhere (34,35). In addition to these 10 families, 12
independent extended LOAD pedigrees were collected. These
additional pedigrees, all of which had a proband who was a first
degree relative of a LOAD patient and who had elevated
plasma Ab levels (34), contributed 88 subjects between the
ages of 20 and 65. This study was approved by the appropriate
institutional review board; and appropriate informed consent
was obtained from all participants.
Microsatellite genotyping
DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes using
routine methods. Genotypes for the microsatellites were
obtained using ABI 377 and 3100 sequencers and associated
Genescan/Genotyper software packages. Single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were genotyped using the TaqMan
chemistry and software for designing primers and probes
implemented within the ABI PRISM 7900 HT Sequence
Detection System. Pedigree structure, phenotypic and genotypic information were maintained in PEDSYS (http://www.
sfbr.org/sfbr/public/software/pedsys/pedsys.html) (50), which
also produced output files for the analyses performed with
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Figure 3. Effect of the VR22 SNP 4360 on the multipoint lod scores (MLS) in
the LOAD families. Effect of VR22 4360 on the linkage of plasma Ab42 in 10
LOAD families. Black line: linkage; gray line: linkage conditional upon association with the VR22 4360 SNP. The multipoint IBDs used in these analyses
are generated using the 31 markers as described in the text.

Figure 2. Boundaries of VR22 4360/4783 association. (A) Marker–marker
linkage disequilibrium in which all SNPs are analyzed with respect to the
4360 SNP. Horizontal line shows the position of the 1.7 Mb VR22 gene.
Dashed line shows D ¼ 0.75. (B) Marker–phenotype (plasma Ab42) association. Horizontal line shows the position of the 1.7 Mb VR22 gene. Dashed line
shows P ¼ 0.05.

SOLAR, as explained below. The order and location of 27
chromosome 10 microsatellite markers were determined from
the Marshfield linkage map. Two markers, D10S1435 and
D10S1211, which did not have locations on the Marshfield
linkage map (51), were placed on the linkage map according to
the location estimates obtained from the MAP-O-MAT
program (http://compgen.rutgers.edu/mapomat/) (52). Two
SNPs found in the VR22 gene were also used as markers in
linkage analysis. These SNPs, 4360TC and 4783AG, are
located at 61137462 and 61137039 bp, respectively, on the
chromosome 10 genomic map in the Celera database (http://
www.celera.com). The two SNPs were placed on the linkage
map based on their approximate centimorgan locations
estimated from the physical maps.
Identification and genotyping of SNPs
The VR22 genomic and mRNA sequences were initially
obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) web site using the genomic contig
NT_008663 and AF091606. In order to identify SNPs, primers
were designed to cover all known exons and a 7 kb intronic
region between exons 10 and 11. LOAD cases, elderly control

subjects and family members from the extended LOAD
pedigrees were then sequenced to identify polymorphisms.
The initial sequencing of the VR22 exons and the 7 kb intronic
region identified three SNPs in the intronic 7 kb region (4825,
4783 and 4360). Subsequently, many additional SNPS in VR22
and flanking genes were identified using the Celera database.
Our aim was to cover this region using SNP groups that are
located at every 250 kb, with each group composed of 3–5
SNPs separated by 1–5 kb. A total of 51 SNPs, including VR22
4360 and 4783 were genotyped throughout VR22 and the 3
(ANXA2P3) and 5 (SIRT1) flanking genes. The SNPs within
each group were found to be in strong LD with each other. The
SNP locations were obtained from the Celera sequence map.
Variance components analysis
We employed the variance components methodology, implemented in the software package SOLAR (53,54) to estimate the
heritability of plasma Ab42 levels and to perform linkage and
association analyses to detect quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that
affect the variance of Ab42 in our extended LOAD families.
This method, described in detail elsewhere (53,54), estimates
the amount of variance in a quantitative trait due to a particular
genetic locus (s2q ), residual genetic factors (s2g ) and individualspecific, random environmental factors (s2e ), based on the
phenotype covariance between arbitrary relative pairs. The
covariance matrix takes the form
O ¼ s2q P þ 2s2g F þ s2e I
where p is the matrix of the probabilities that each pair of
individuals share genetic material identical by descent for a
given chromosomal location (estimated from the genetic
marker data), 2F is the matrix of kinship coefficients
describing polygenic factors and I is the identity matrix
describing sporadic environmental factors.
In addition, the effect of shared-environment (s2h ) on the
variance of the trait can also be estimated by including a
household matrix in the model. This is a matrix whose ijth
element is equal to 1 if individuals i and j share a specified
environment, and 0, otherwise. Our family collection is largely
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Table 3. Variance components models depicting the effect of the 4360 SNP on
multipoint and twopoint linkage
Estimates

SE

P-values

A. No-covariate-no-linkage
Mean
SD
H2R
C2
E2
H2Q
bCOV

11.19
1.77
0.36
0.24
0.40
NA
NA

0.33
0.15
0.17
0.12
0.15
NA
NA

0.008
0.0004
0.0002
NA
NA

B. No-covariate (MIBD)
Mean
SD
H2R
C2
E2
H2Qmibd
bCOV

11.25
1.79
0
0.22
0.33
0.46
NA

0.32
0.15
NA
0.12
0.10
0.13
NA

0.50
0.001
0.002
0.004
NA

C. Covariate-linkage (MIBD)
Mean
SD
H2R
C2
E2
H2Qmibd
bCOV

11.30
1.69
0.02
0.26
0.46
0.27
0.83

0.32
0.15
0.28
0.13
0.18
0.26
0.20

0.48
0.0005
0.0004
0.16
0.0001

D. No-covariate (IBD 4360)
Mean
SD
H2R
C2
E2
H2Q4360
bCOV

11.19
1.78
0.00
0.20
0.21
0.59
NA

0.32
0.14
NA
0.12
0.11
0.15
NA

0.5
0.00225
0.00460
0.00090
NA

E. Covariate-linkage (IBD 4360)
Mean
SD
H2R
C2
E2
H2Q4360
bCOV

11.26
1.69
0
0.24
0.34
0.42
0.83

0.32
0.15
NA
0.13
0.16
0.19
0.21

0.5
0.00081
0.00056
0.03766
0.00009

SE: standard error (mean and standard deviation of the quantitative phenotype,
plasma Ab42); H2R: additive genetic variance due to residual genetic factors;
C2: variance due to shared family effects; E2: variance due to random
environmental factors; H2Q: variance due to major gene effects (panels B and C
MIBD matrix that yields the highest lod score at 80 cM is used, panels C and
D IBD matrix for the VR22 4360 marker is used); bCOV: coefficient for the
covariate (4360 covariate).

composed of extended pedigrees, where we have measured the
plasma Ab of most members from each family in a single batch
of ELISAs. To rigorously account for any possible assay batch
to batch variations that may affect the variance in plasma Ab42,
we included a household matrix in the models. Since almost all
individuals from each family were measured in one batch, the
household matrix included an element ¼ 1 for those individuals
from the same extended family and 0, otherwise. We realize
that by doing so, we are probably being overly conservative.
Since the shared-family (household) effect employed to
account for potential batch to batch variance in the assay
overlaps with the kinship effect (55), inclusion of the household

matrix almost certainly overcorrects for batch to batch variance
and underestimates the shared-genetic effect. For this reason,
we performed the heritability and linkage analyses, both with
and without the household matrix in the model. The multipoint
results shown in Figures 2 and 3 include the household matrix.
The analyses without the household matrix yielded slightly
better lod scores and higher heritabilities in general.
The scalars s2q ; s2g ; s2h and s2e are estimated using maximum
likelihood. For heritability estimations, we compared an
environmental model where s2q and s2g were fixed at zero and
s2h and s2e were estimated, to the polygenic model where s2g ; s2h
and s2e were estimated. The linkage analyses were performed
by comparing the polygenic model to the linkage model
where s2q was also estimated. The difference between the two
log10 likelihoods for the models produces a lod score that
is equivalent to the classical lod score of linkage analysis.
We incorporated sex, age, age2, sex*age, and sex*age2 as
covariates in the heritability estimations. None of these
covariates were significant at P < 0.05 therefore, they were
excluded from the multipoint linkage analysis.
In order to minimize age and dementia-related environmental
effects on plasma Ab42 levels, we performed all of our
analyses on the 20–65 year age group, as in our previous
studies (34,35). Since variance components methods are based
on the underlying assumption that the quantitative trait being
analyzed has a normal distribution, 10log(Ab42) levels were
used as the phenotypes. Extreme outliers with plasma Ab levels
 4 standard deviations beyond the mean were excluded from
the analyses. Thus the 10log(Ab42) phenotype analyzed had a
normal distribution. Plasma Ab measurements were done using
a well established sandwich ELISA system as described
previously (15). All samples were measured in duplicate.
Each ELISA plate included samples from five volunteers. The
results from these five standard samples were used to normalize
the values obtained so as to reduce plate-to-plate and day-today variance.
Identity-by-descent probability estimations
The identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities at each genotyped
marker were estimated using the pairwise likelihood-based
estimation method implemented in SOLAR (53). These IBD
estimates were used to obtain the twopoint lod scores.
Multipoint IBD probabilities were also estimated at each
centimorgan between each pair of adjacent markers using the
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) multipoint IBD estimation approach implemented in the Simwalk2 package (46,47).
The MCMC process was run twice, once with the default
length of 1000 replicates and a second time by doubling this
process length. Multipoint linkage analyses using these MIBD
matrices were done using the variance components methodology implemented in SOLAR. The results using the shorter and
longer runs were similar. The results of the latter are presented
here. Given that the computation time increases with the
marker number and that our two most upstream markers
yielded no evidence for linkage in any of the datasets, these two
markers (D10S1435 and D10S189) were omitted from the
MIBD estimations. There are two major differences between
the MIBD estimations utilized in our previous report of linkage
on chromosome 10 and the current study (35). The results of
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the previous linkage were obtained as result of genotyping
seven markers in a 13 cM region, and the current study
utilizes 31 markers spread from 28.3 to 165.3 cM on
chromosome 10. Second, the MIBD estimation approaches
that we used in the previous and current studies are different.
The MCMC approach implemented in Simwalk2 (46,47) that
we utilized in this study is different from the MIBD probability
estimation algorithm implemented in SOLAR, which was the
approach we utilized in our initial analysis of seven chromosome 10 markers. Sobel et al. (47), demonstrated significant
differences between the results obtained by these two methods
using the same dataset and concluded that the multipoint
MCMC approach yielded more accurate MIBD probability
estimates for inter-marker loci. For this reason, we utilized the
MCMC approach in this study.

Tests of association
We initially tested for association between the SNPs and plasma
Ab42 in the 10 extended LOAD families using a regression
based covariate approach in the variance components paradigm
implemented in the computer program SOLAR (53). In order to
control for the effect of linkage, we included the linkage
component (s2q p) in both the null and alternative models tested.
We used the multipoint IBD matrix (p) that yielded the
maximum multipoint lod score at 80 cM in the 10 extended
LOAD families. The multipoint IBD probabilities in the matrix
p, were estimated in Simwalk, using the genetic marker
information as described above.
To test the effect of specific SNP genotypes, we used the
measured genotype approach where we included the copy
number of the SNP allele as a covariate in the analysis and
regressed the plasma Ab42 phenotype on this covariate for
each individual. The measured genotype approach is a classical
test for differences in trait mean by genotype described
theoretically previously (56,57). This approach was also
utilized in previous association studies of SNPs and various
quantitative traits in extended families (58,59). For individuals
with an XX, XY or YY SNP genotype, we used a covariate that
takes the value of 0, 1 or 2, respectively. This formulation
assumes that the SNP is an additive QTL. The model
that includes the covariate is tested against the model that
does not include it to determine its effect on the quantitative
trait of interest. Twice the difference in natural log likelihoods
of these two models is distributed as a w2 distribution with 1
degree of freedom. In order to test for association above and
beyond linkage, residual genetic and same-household effects,
these three components were included in both the null and
alternative models. We first tested for association between the
SNPs and Ab42 in the 10 LOAD families that we previously
used to describe linkage to chromosome 10 (35). In order to
control for the effect of linkage, residual genetic effects and
same-household effects in this group, we estimated the effect of
each SNP on the background of a model that included our
80 cM multipoint identity-by-descent matrix, as well as kinship
and household matrices. We then tested each SNP for
association with Ab42 in a second, independent set of 12
LOAD families, and also analyzed the combined group of 22
families.
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Linkage analysis conditional upon association
A conditional linkage analysis that accounts for association
with a functional polymorphism (or one in strong LD with it) at
the linkage locus will decrease or eliminate the linkage
signal (58,59). For this reason, we performed linkage analysis
conditional on the association with our most strongly
associating SNP (4360TC). We performed this test by
estimating the proportion of variance due to linkage on the
background of a model that included this SNP as a covariate
and comparing it to a linkage only model that excluded this
covariate.
Analysis of linkage disequilibrium
We measured linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the SNPs
and the haplotype groups within the 22 extended LOAD
families by using the GOLD program (60). We used the
expectation-maximization algorithm of Slatkin and Excoffier
(61) to determine various pairwise statistical parameters for
LD, such as Lewontin’s standardized disequilibrium coefficient
D (62). This algorithm determines LD from the founders and
married-ins. LD was estimated between the VR22 4360 SNP
and all other SNPs.
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